
HOW TO RETURN (EASY AS PIE)
Check out our Returns Criteria | Package items & return slip | Send back to us (AusPost costs apply)

RETURNS CRITERIA
⟏ I’ve filled out this super easy & helpful form

⟏ I’m returning my items within 30 days of purchase
⟏ My items are unworn, unwashed, in their original condition with tags attached (and makeup free)

⟏ I’m not returning Earrings or Makeup (as that’s pretty icky)

THE LOW DOWN
We know online shopping can be hella annoying, and we want to be the least annoying ever! So feel free

to refund for pretty much any reason you like!* We just want you to be happy!

If you want to “exchange” a style or size we strongly suggest purchasing it right away and selecting refund
on this form! We don’t want you to miss out! Alternatively you can tick exchange in the selection below and tell us

what you’d like to exchange for and we will post the new item out.

Sale items will be issued with a credit note that will never expire (BOOM)!

NAME: _____________________________ ORDER ID: ____________________

Reason for return
Incorrect size Unsuitable style Purchased multiple sizes Change of mind Faulty (contact us first)

I would like a:
REFUND CREDIT NOTE EXCHANGE (complete the below section)

Tell us what item(s) you are returning.
if you are exchanging tell us what new item(s) you would like

RETURN ADDRESS | 3/22 Watt Rd | Mornington |VIC 3931
WE LOVE QUESTIONS | Call us : 0413 624 854 | Email us: hello@evergreenclothing.com.au

Please allow 5 business days for your refund, credit or exchange to be processed once we receive it. Refunds can take up to 10
business days to land in your account, credits notes are sent instantly. *Returns Criteria must be met - if you are unsure if you meet the criteria

email our super friendly gals via the email above. You can view our full Returns Policy online at www.evergreenclothing.co.au

mailto:hello@evergreenclothing.com.au

